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Overview
What is Guitar Layers
GuitarLayers allows to visualize the shapes of scales, chords and arpeggios on the
fretboard and to put them in mutual relation, by overlapping multiple layers, according to
theory and harmonic rules. Guitar Layers can be useful for a wide range of users: from
beginner guitarists to intermediate and advanced ones.

Guitar Layers allows you:
• to build scales, chords or arpeggios and to visualize them in any possible way on the
fretboard
• to compare scales, chords and arpeggios and to visualize the relationship among their
mutual positions on the fretboard
• to organize your contents by adding explanations, saving them in files and folders and
sharing them with the community
• to learn and then go beyond traditional scales and chord shapes by building and map on
the fretboard custom sets of notes
• to quickly find chords and arpeggios that harmonize a given scale
• to visualize shapes on different fretted instruments from guitars to basses

NOTE: Guitar Layers finds scales, chords and arpeggios shapes on the fretboard by
performing combinatorial calculations therefore the user must evaluate musical and
sound effectiveness, fingers comfort and accessibility of the shapes.
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Layout
Guitar Layers allows you to organize contents by creating projects. After creating a new
project you can see the following sections:

Text

Library

Structure

Fretboards

Constraints

Layers

Use the icons placed at the top on your left to show or hide the library section, the text
section, and the section containing the structure, the constraints and the layers.
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Multi-button controls

Guitar Layers interface uses multi-button controls to perform many of its capabilities,
therefore it is very important to know the multi-button control behaviors to exploit the
app full potential.
Except when not allowed, a multi-button has the following standard behaviors:
‣ by holding down [cmd] and clicking on the buttons you can do a button simultaneous
selection for non contiguous buttons selection
‣ by holding down [shift] and clicking on two buttons you can quickly select all the
buttons placed within the two for quick contiguous buttons selection
NOTE: In some situations, when a multi-button control contains too many buttons it will
change its appearence by turning into a scrollable menu-type button. By holding down
[cmd] and clicking on a menu item a new menu button will appear letting you to do
simultaneous buttons selections.
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Structures

The structure section

The structure section allows you to create and manage structures like scales, chords and
arpeggios.

What is a Structure?
A Structure is a set of notes, from one to twelve, having a proper root and a
set of operators to manage it. There are three types of structures you can visualize on
the fretboard: scales, chords and arpeggios. Each type has its own operators and
behaviors. The structure notes are shown in the Display.

A five note structure shown in the Display

Scale Structures
A Scale Structure is a set of notes or degrees (referred to the root), from one
to twelve, ordered by increasing pitches and enclosed within a musical
octave.

A Scale Structure can be modified with the Mode Operator which sets as root one of the
other scale notes, by generating new scales containing the same notes of the original one
and having a different root. The Mode Operator generates scales musical modes.
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Chord Structures
A Chord Structure is a set of notes that can be simultaneously played on the
guitar.

A Chord Structure can be modified by the Inversion Operator and by the Drop Operator.
The Inversion Operator, when available, allows to generate all the structure inversions.

A Cmaj7 1st inversion chord

A structure inversion is obtained from a structure by setting as first a different note from
the structure root and maintaining the same structure note order. The Inversion Operator
doesn’t change structure root.
The Drop Operator, when available, allows to generate all the structure drop voicings.

A Cmaj7 drop2 chord

A drop voicing is obtained from a structure by dropping notes, different from the top one,
down an octave, this operation changes the structure note order.
(E.g. if the second note from the top is dropped, the voicing is called a drop2 voicing, if the
third note from the top is dropped, the voicing is called a drop3 voicing)
By using the Inversion Operator and the Drop Operator it is possible to
generate all the permutations of the notes of a chord structure.
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NOTES:
‣ On the guitar, for seventh chords (four-notes structures), drop2 and drop3 are by far
the most common chord voicings.
‣ By default Guitar Layers shows common seventh chords (e.g. Cmaj7 ) in drop2 voicing
because of many close position voicings are uncomfortable to play.

Arpeggio Structures
An Arpeggio Structure is a set of chord notes which are not simultaneously played,
therefore arpeggio notes can be also visualized on a same string.

An Arpeggio Structure can be modified by the Inversion Operator. The Inversion
Operator, when available, allows to generate all the structure inversions.

Setting structure root
The Root Button allows to set the root of the structure and each structure note degree
depends on the root.
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For enharmonic reasons it is possible to select one of the following roots: C, F, Bb, Eb, Ab,
Db, Gb, Cb, G, D, A, E, B, F#, C#. If an operation on the structure (e.g. the Mode
operator) sets a different root from the ones in the previous list, the software
automatically changes the root and switches all other structure notes names to their
enharmonic equivalents (e.g. D# turns into Eb). This process will reduce the number of
alterations.

Choose structure type

The Structure Type button allows to choose the nature of a structure you need to be
visualized on the fretboard. Select it to choose and visualize on the fretboard scales,
chords or arpeggios and to use their related operators.

Common structures
After selecting the Structure Type select a structure by clicking the Structure button:

the related menu contains the most common scales, chords or arpeggios.
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If the selected Structure Type is “Scales”, the related menu contains also a submenu with
the most common intervals.
NOTE: when an interval is selected the Inversion Operator allows an interval inversion.

Structure Label and Equivalence Menu

The Structure Label shows the name of the current selected structure, tells you if the
structure is inverted (using a slash notation : <structure>/<bass note>) or dropped. For
some chord types, it also gives you information about chord degrees with the following
notation “Custom [1 2 7 9]”.

When the Structure Label color changes, it means that the structure is equivalent (it has
the same pitches) to other structures with different root or note names.
Equivalent structures to a given one are showed in the related Equivalence Menu that
appears by clicking on the label.
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By clicking on an item of the Equivalence Menu the original structure is replaced by its
equivalent.

Visualize structures by note name or by degree
With the Display Label you can visualize the note names of a structure or its degrees
referring to the structure root.

Reset the structure
Use the reset button to reset the current structure and remove its notes from the Display.
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Edit and build structures
By clicking on a Display cell, it is possible
‣ to edit a given structure by modifying each one of its notes
‣ to create note-by-note scales, chords and arpeggios with a parametric input mechanism.
In order to create a structure note-by-note, click on the first Display cell and select a note
from the Note Menu. After that, next cell is editable. This process allows to create common
or custom scales, chords or arpeggios.

If the set of notes you are going to insert is a common structure, the software will
recognize it and will show the name of the structure, its state (drop and inversion) and its
equivalent structures if present. If the set of notes you are going to insert is not a common
structure, the software will show the degree of each note referring to the root.

A custom structure builded note-by-note and its formula

The parametric input mechanism allows:
‣ to create note-by-note common scales, chords, and arpeggios letting the user being
aware of the building process (it is useful for studying or teaching purposes)
‣ to create user-defined scales, chord and arpeggio structures you can’t find on manuals
and map them on the fretboard. Feel free to experiment by visualizing on the fretboard
your own structures!
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‣ to dynamically change structure notes to obtain other structures from it and map them
on the fly on the fretboard (e.g. you can lower the third degree of a major scale to obtain
a melodic minor ascending scale or you can lower the seventh degree in a major seven
chord to obtain a dominant seven chord )
‣ to input a given set of notes and find if it belongs or is equivalent to a common structure
one. In the affirmative case the software will recognize it
‣ to manually change chords and arpeggios note order and position to obtain inversion or
drop voicings while being aware of the building process

By clicking on a note on the Display the related menu appears. It shows notes you might
want to insert, either by name or by degree and contains some operators depending on
the structure type:

for scales, the following note operators are available in the menu:
‣ the b/# operator allows to lower or to rise a note
‣ The Ins operator allows to insert a note between two structure notes from the related
menu
‣ The Del operator deletes a note
‣ The Color operator allows to change background and border color of the related
bullets in the fretboard
‣ The Move operator, available for chords and arpeggios structure types only, allows to
change structure note position
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
‣ With scales you are allowed to create structures within an octave (from the root),
therefore you must select notes in a ascending order!
‣ With chords and arpeggios you are allowed to create structures larger than a octave:
when this happens the Display underlines the octave which each note (or group of
notes) belongs to.

C, E, B belongs to the 1st octave and D belongs to 2nd octave

‣ The Drop and Inversion operators are available for some chord or arpeggio types only.
When the Drop or Inversions operators are not available for a given chord or an
arpeggio structure you can however use the Move operator to change the note order and
position

‣ Some chord voicing might contain intervals larger than an octave between two chord
notes. To build this kind of chords you might need to use the Octave up function, placed
in the Move menu, to force a note and the following ones into a higher octave

The Octave down function brings back a note an octave down.
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Constraints

The constraints section

The constraints section allows you to map a structure, such as a scale, a chord or an
arpeggio, on the guitar fretboard and to shape it by applying some visualization
constraints.

The All Fretboard constraint (for scales and arpeggios)
By applying the All Fretboard constraint you can map all notes of a scale or of an arpeggio
structure on the entire fretboard.

A G major scale mapped on the entire fretboard with the All fretboard constraint

The String Set control
The String Set control, when available, allows you to map a structure in the horizontal
dimension by limiting the vertical one. To select more than one string, hold the [cmd]
button and select the desired string set on the String set control. The arrows allow to shift
the selected string (or string set) among all the strings.
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The Vertical Shapes constraint (for scales and arpeggios)
The Vertical Shapes constraint allows you to find scale or arpeggio notes belonging to a
vertical portion of the fretboard. You can find a vertical shape for each fret of the
fretboard. The Vertical Shape constraint is not available for chords.

When the Vertical Shapes constraint is selected, you can can include or exclude one or
more strings from the visualization by the String Set control.
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The Frets multi-button control

The Frets multi-button allows to select the desired vertical shape among all available ones.
By holding down the [cmd] button you can select the shapes simultaneously. By holding
down the [shift] button you can select simultaneously all the shapes placed between two
shapes. The arrows allow you to quickly select the shapes across the fingerboard.

A six fret vertical area visualization obtained by simultaneously selecting two contiguous vertical shapes
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The Sub-Shapes multi-button control
In a vertical portion of the fretboard we can find many shapes of the same structure, each
of them starting from notes placed on a different octave.
The Sub-Shapes multi-button control allows you to visualize each single shape of the
structure belonging to a vertical portion of the fretboard. (For a more detailed explanation
you can see Appendix A).
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By simultaneously selecting different Sub-Shapes of the structure, holding the [cmd]
button, it is possible to obtain different vertical shapes in a given portion of the fretboard
as shown in the following pictures.
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By default in a vertical shape all the sub-shapes are selected: in this visualization you have
not any graphical information about notes order, but you can deduct it by following the
note order shown in the display. When a single sub-shape is selected you can see
the correct note order of the structure.
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NOTE: after selecting more than one vertical shape with the sub-shapes control, you can
browse all the structure shapes within the fretboard portion involved.
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with the [Cmd] button it is possible to simultaneously select more than one sub-shape
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Common Shapes (for scales and arpeggios)

One of the C major five CAGED common shapes

The Common Shapes button, when available, allows to select the most common scale,
chord and arpeggio shapes among all the vertical ones (e.g. CAGED fingerings).
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Custom Shapes (for scales and arpeggios)
The Custom Shapes constraint allows to create shapes of a scale or an arpeggio on the
fretboard by setting the number of the structure notes for each string by the Note-perString control. It is possible to set the number of notes by clicking each button of the
control.

This process allows to create an almost infinite number of possible shapes for a scale or an
arpeggio on the fretboard: going from the common three note-per-string shapes to the
custom user-defined shapes. With the Custom Shapes constraint you can visualize almost
any kind of scale or arpeggio shapes: from Segovia scales fingerings to Django Reinhardt
arpeggios fingerings. Feel free to experiment and find your own shapes!
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The Notes-Per-String multi-button control allows to set the number of structure notes for
each string. The arrows “<“ “>” allow to quickly find shapes with the same notes-perstring number.

If the Structure is a scale, the Shape multi-button control allows to select a shape, with a
given notes-per-string pattern, starting from each scale note.
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If the structure is an arpeggio, the Shape multi-button control allows to select
a shape, with a given notes-per-string pattern, starting from the root.
In this case, use the Inversion Button to find shapes with the same notes-per-string
distribution starting from other arpeggio notes.
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Some examples using the Custom Shape constraint

A C major scale three note-per-string shape starting from note B

A C major scale starting from the note “G” with a custom notes-per-strings distribution (3 4 3 4 3 4)
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The Combinatorial constraint (for chords and arpeggios)

The Combinatorial constraint shows chords and arpeggios shapes by performing a
combinatorial algorithm that finds all the possible ways to map on the strings (or on a
selected string set) the exact number of notes of a given structure.

The Frets Area parameter allows to set the fretboard area size, in terms of number of frets,
in which the algorithm calculates the chord shapes. The more you increase the area size
the more shapes you can find for a given chord structure. If the chord algorithm doesn’t
find a shape for a given chord structure, you can select a bigger area size.
NOTE: the Combinatorial constraint algorithm performs a combinatorial calculation of
the shapes in the selected fret area, therefore not all the shapes founded may be easy to
play.
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String Set Selection
The String Set multi-button control allows to choose the string set in which the algorithm
calculates the chord shapes.
NOTE: Not all the selected string sets might contain shapes for a given chord
structure.

Combinatorial constraint options (for chords only)
When the structure is a chord you can run the combinatorial algorithm by selecting some
options.
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The “add Doublings” feature allows to find shapes that contains one or more structure
note doublings.

A Cmaj7 chord with the note G doubled

The “no Skipping” option allows to find shapes that lie on adjacent strings only.
The “Playability” option allows to filter shapes that are easier to play. Although the
Playability option excludes many shapes difficult or impossible to play, some shapes can
be however tough to play for a vast majority of users.
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The Vertical Area constraint (for chords)

The Vertical Area constraint allows to find, if present, voicings for a given chord that fit in
a selected vertical portion of the fretboard.
When available, the Scan Shapes buttons allow to browse all the shapes of the structure
and all its drops and inversions, that fit in the selected vertical portion.
The “Frets Area” “add Doublings” ,”no Skipping” and “Playability” options are available
also for the Vertical Area contraint and their behaviour is the same as the one described
in the Combinatorial constraint paragraph.
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Substructures
Guitar Layers allows to harmonize a given scale by using substructures.
A substructure is a chord or an arpeggio obtained by selecting a subset of the notes of a
given scale. For example, if we consider a C major scale, the sets “C E G” “D F A” “E G
B” (and so on) are substructures of the scale.
The Guitar Layers substructure engine allows to quickly find chords and
arpeggios that harmonize a given scale. The user can build both common and userdefined chord or arpeggio substrucures by picking notes from a given scale he wants to
harmonize.

Harmonizing a scale
After choosing “chord” or “arpeggio” from the Structure Type, select “Substructures”
from the structure menu and then choose a scale from the harmonizable scales menu.

The structure section changes as shown in the following picture.

By default the display on the left shows the 1st, the 3rd and the 5th notes of the
harmonizable scale. By clicking the yellow arrows it is possible to find the next
substructures of the scale that follow the first one and so on.
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By clicking on a left display cell it is possible to manually insert the notes of the
substructure in order to harmonize the scale with custom substructures.

Setting substructure constraints
By properly setting chord or arpeggio constraints it is possible to obtain
many useful visualizations of the substructures on the fretboard.
For example, by selecting a proper string set it is possible to see all the substructure
shapes that fit the string set (horizontal harmonization). In the following picture it is
shown a C major scale harmonization with close triad chords in root positions placed on
the first three strings (each triad is placed on a different layer, see the Layer chapter).

In the following picture it is shown a C dorian scale harmonization with seventh arpeggios
placed on the first three strings obtained by using the Combinatorial constraint and by
selecting the first three strings.
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By selecting the Vertical Shape constraint for arpeggios (or Vertical Area for chords) it is
possible to see all the substructure shapes that fit a vertical portion of the fretboard. In the
following picture it is shown a C major scale harmonization in 5th position with triadic
arpeggios.

By selecting the Custom Shape constraint (for arpeggios) it is possible to find all the
substructure shapes having the same note-per-string distribution. In the following picture
it is shown a C melodic minor scale harmonization using four-note arpeggios with a [0 2 1
2 1 2] notes-per-string distribution.

NOTE: in order to create quickly effective presentations it is very powerful to place each
one of the substructures harmonizing a scale on a different fretboard or different layer,
this allows to have a global view of the substructures. To do this very quickly, after
creating a substructure and setting the proper constraints, copy the fretboard (or the
layer) on another fretboard (or the layer) an then on the new fretboard (or layer) click the
yellow arrows to move to next substructure and so on (see the Fretboards and layers
chapters).
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Reset the Substructure
Click the reset button to reset the current substructure and remove its notes from the left
display. By clicking the reset button twice it is possible remove the
substructure displays and controls and go back to the structure display.
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Layers

The layers section

Playing music is a dynamic process and harmony is the science that puts in mutual
relation musical elements such are notes, intervals, scales, arpeggios. So that is very
helpful to simultaneously visualize different musical elements on the fretboard.
Fretboard layers are a powerful and innovative tool that allows to visualize
and manage many structures on the same fretboard. This can be helpful, for
example, to overlap scale, chord and arpeggio structures on the fretboard in order to
compare them and to be aware of their mutual relationship on the guitar fretboard.
You can use fretboards layers
‣ to visualize and manage more structures on the same fretboard
‣ to compare scales by finding notes they have in common or not, or to visualize how to
move from one scale to the other while playing
‣ to put in relation scales with their related chords or arpeggios
‣ to put in relation a chord and its arpeggio
‣ to create complex views and scenarios on the fretboard
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Layer controls
The Layer multi-button control allows to create and manage fretboards layers. Layer are
stacked from the bottom to the top, so that structures placed in a higher layer hide
structures on the layers below.
Each layer has a related Structure you can visualize on the fretboard.
You can add or delete layers by using the “+” and “-” buttons on the panel and you can
change the position of the current layer on the layer stack by using the “<” and “>”
buttons.

hide/show layers button

Layer multi-button control

With the layer controls you can set the related structure color, show or hide the related
structure on the fretboard, change the position, the bullet size and the opacity of the
related structure notes on the fretboard. Use layer controls to avoid that notes belonging
to a layer could be hidden by the ones placed in higher layers.
NOTE: check the hide/show button if you do not see the related structure
bullets on the fretboard.
NOTE: the size, fade and position layer controls are placed on the fretboards area. Each
of them reaches a useful default position by double-clicking on the control bullet.

Layer controls

NOTE: When a layer is selected, the structure notes in the display and the
layer controls are referred to it.
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Moving all layers in a same vertical position
When structures belonging to more layers are visualized by using the Vertical Shapes
constraint, by holding down the [ctrl] button while selecting a target fret it is possible to
set a same vertical shape for all layers.
This means that in the case the Vertical Shapes constraint is applied to the structures of
two or more layers, it is possible to shift the shapes of all layers in a same vertical position
by holding down the [ctrl] button when selecting another fret.

A C major scale and a C triads vertical shapes belonging to different layers, hold [ctrl] while selecting a new fret to
move both in a same vertical portion

Selecting the same String set for all layers
By holding down the [ctrl] button it is possible to set the same string set for all layer.
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Some examples using layers
Scales comparison
The picture shows a C major scales (white bullets) and a F major scale (orange bullet with
a smaller size) belonging two different layers and overlapped in the same vertical position
using the Vertical Shapes constraints. As we can expect the two scales differ by the B and
the Bb notes and have in common all the other. The picture shows the scales relation in
4th position of the fretboard.

NOTE: to quickly show the two scale comparison in another vertical position you can
select another vertical shape with the Shape multi-button holding down the [ctrl] button:
this will shift in the same target position the vertical shapes of all layers. The following
picture shows the two scale shifted in position 9.
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Chord/Scale mapping
The following picture shows layer 1 and layer 2 containing respectively a C dorian scale
and a Cm7 chord visualized in the same vertical position.

Here’s a more complex chord/scale mapping example using layer 1 (white), layer 2 (red)
and layer 3 (blu) containing a custom notes-per-string shape of a C dorian mode, a drop2
Cm7 voicing in 3rd position and a drop3 Cm7 voicing in 8th position, respectively.
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chord/arpeggio relationship
The following picture shows layer 1 and layer 2 containing respectively a C maj7 arpeggio
and a Cmaj7 chord visualized in the same vertical position.

The layers menu

The layers menu holds some important functions for layers management so you can:
‣ set a layers as current layer
‣ create or delete a layer
‣ move a layer through the layer stack
‣ copy the content of the current layer on an existent or new layer on the same fretboard
‣ copy the content of the current layer on an existent or new fretboard
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Fretboards
Each project contains by default eight fretboards selectable with the Fretboards multibutton control placed on the bottom. Use the “+” and “-” buttons to create or delete new
fretboards.

Why more than one fretboard?
By using multiple fretboards in a project you can:
‣ create more visualizations according to the main topic of the project (e.g. if the project is
about triads, you can create different fretboards each one visualizing different things
about triads).
‣ switch faster to an empty fretboard if needed (e.g. during a learning or a teaching
session)
‣ create effective scales, chords or arpeggios compendiums
‣ compare scale, chord or arpeggio shapes by simultaneously visualizing
different aligned fretboards
!46

them on

Fretboard controls
Visualize fretboard portions
The Spot Button allows to visualize only the portion of the fretboard containing bullets.

Fretboard portions containing a scale and a chord obtained with the Spot button
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Label and Root buttons

The label button hides/shows bullet label.
The Root button allows
‣ to highlight structure root, with a square, on all strings
‣ to highlight structure root, with a square, on last three bass strings
‣ to not highlight structure root

Expand the fretboard area

The Zoom Slider control allows to enlarge the Fretboards area, by double-clicking on the
bullet of the control it is possible to reach a useful default position.
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Using the Zoom Slider in combination with the Spot button it is possible to obtain big
visualizations of fretboard portions.

Shift shapes on the fretboard

With the Shift arrows it is possible to shift a given vertical shape across the fretboard, this
will change structure root. Hold down [ctrl] to shift structure shapes of all layers of the
same fretboard.
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Multiple fretboards visualization
By holding down the [cmd] button it is possible to simultaneously select and visualize
more than one fretboard in the Fretboards area. The Column menu allows to arrange
fretboards in single or multiple columns as shown in the following pictures.

Two fretboards arranged in a single column

Six fretboards arranged in two columns
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NOTE: In the multiple fretboards visualization, the current fretboard, to witch all
structure and layers controls are referred, is highlighted with a blue border.

The Fretboards Menu

The Fretboards menu holds some important fretboard management functions. You can:
‣ set a fretboard as the current fretboard
‣ create or delete a fretboard
‣ move a fretboard across the fretboards stack
‣ copy the current fretboard on an existent or new fretboard of the current group
‣ copy the current fretboard on an existent or new group
‣ Change the current fretboard default label

Fretboard Annotations
By selecting “Fretboards” on the bottom of the text area it is possible to write some notes
referred to the current fretboard.
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Some examples exploiting the multiple fretboards feature and the
fretboards controls

A scales compendium

A chords compendium
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Two scales comparison

Among the many possibilities, you can use the multi-fretboards visualization to create the
chord list of a tune, a scale-chord mapping for a given tune and, in general, lessons with
articulated content views.
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Groups
By default a project contains one group of eight fretboards, you can add or delete
fretboards to this group. It is possible to create more than one group of fretboards within a
project. The group menu contains functions to create and manage groups of fretboards in
a project.

The Groups menu

Organizing a project in groups
With groups you can logically organize a project with a given topic in a series of sub-topics
each of them related to a group of fretboards.
For example, you can create a project about major scales and organize it with two groups
of fretboards by visualizing the five major scale CAGED shapes on the first group and the
three note-per-string major scale shapes on the second one.
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The Groups menu

The Groups menu holds some important functions for groups management. You can:
‣ set a group as the current group
‣ create or delete a group
‣ move a group across the groups stack
‣ copy the content of a group on a different group or on a new group
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Browsing groups

Groups in a project are like pages in a book. In this case each page may contain one or
more fretboards. It is possible to quickly browse projects with more than one group with
the arrows as shown in the previous picture.

A project organized in 16 groups, the current multi-fretboards view refers to group 4 containing five fretboards
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Multi-fretboards view referring to group 3 of the same project

Groups annotations
When the “Groups” button is selected in the bottom of the text area, it is possible to write
some notes referred to the selected group. If the Fretboards button is selected, by
switching from a group to another, the annotations text switches automatically into
“Groups”.
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Logic structure of a project
To fully exploit Guitar Layers potential it is important to be aware of the logic structure of
a project.
‣ A project contains a set of groups of fretboards (one by default)
‣ A group contains a set of fretboards (eight by default)
‣ A fretboard contains a set of layers (two by default)
‣ A layer contains a single structure

Layer1
Layer2

Project

Fretboard1

Layer3

Fretboard2

Layer4

Fretboard3

New

Group1

Fretboard4

New

Fretboard5
Fretboard6
Fretboard7
Fretboard8
New
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Structure

Text

The Text Area allows users to add short descriptions/annotations to a project.
The Text Area provides the most common text editor features such as cut & paste and text
formatting functions and other functions accessible from the Edit and the File menu or by
right-clicking the text area.
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Fretboard and groups annotations
There are two types of annotations the user can add to a project:
‣ Fretboards
‣ Groups

When selected, “Fretboards” allows to add short descriptions or annotations referred to
the current fretboard.
When selected, “Groups” allows to add short descriptions or annotations referred to the
current group.

NOTE: By browsing a project with two or more groups the Text Area turns automatically
to the Groups selection every time a group is selected. Select “Fretboards” to see the
annotations referred to each fretboard of the group.
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Projects
Project general settings

From the project properties dialog window placed in the menu File you can
‣ set the project name and author and add a little description
‣ choose one among different type of fretted string instruments
‣ choose the fretboard length in terms of total number of frets
‣ rotate the fretboard and invert the strings order for left handed guitarists
‣ lock the project

Locking a project
Locking a project is useful when you want to make it available for consultation preventing
users from modifying it.
You can lock a project simply by turning on the lock button.
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The lock feature can act in combination with the export function in two different ways:

‣ by turning on the lock button you can export a locked project allowing user to unlock it
after importing.
‣ by turning on the permanently lock button you can export a locked project preventing
users to unlock it after importing.
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Library
The Library contains all projects and allows to organize them in folders. The Library is
divided in two different areas: a folders area and a projects area, highlighted in blue and
brown respectively in the following picture.

Default folders
The Folders area contains the following default folders:
‣ All Projects: contains all projects, listed in alphabetical order
‣ Bookmarks: contains user favorite projects
‣ Last Imported: contains last imported projects
‣ Trash: contains (not definitively) deleted projects
‣ Demo Projects@: contains some in-app demo tutorial and examples
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Moving projects among folders
To move a project from one folder to another drag the project from the project area to the
destination folder.
To delete a project drag it from the projects area to the Trash folder.
To delete an empty folder drag it from the folder area to the Trash folder. Remember that
you cannot delete a default folder.

Importing/exporting projects and folders
Guitar Layers allows to import and export projects and folders of projects to share them
with other app owners.
Create your own projects and lessons and share it with the Guitar Layers community!

Right-click to export a project or a folder. To import a project or folder right-click on the
project area or the folder area. You can also use the import/export functions placed in the
menu File.
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Other Folder functions
From the menu File or by right-clicking on the folder area or on a folder icon, you can
also:
‣ create a new folder
‣ delete a folder (if empty)
‣ empty the Trash
‣ rename a folder
‣ reload the default Demo Projects folder if needed

Other Project functions
From the menu File or by right-clicking on the project area or on a project item, you can
also:
‣ create a new project
‣ delete a project
‣ move a project to the Trash or retrieve it from the Trash
‣ go to the project properties dialog window
‣ clone a project
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Backups
All Guitar Layers contents and settings are stored in a internal database.

It is a good habit to save backup copies of the database on a regular basis in order to have
the possibility to restore the app status at a given point. You can create backup copies
with the Backup and Restore functions placed in the menu file.
The backup function allows to save a copy of the database and the Restore function allows
to load a saved copy of the database in order to restore the app status at the backup point.
NOTE: The Restore operation will erase all your current projects and folders!
NOTE: The user is the sole responsible for content losing or corruption, please avoid or
limit damage by doing backups on a regular basis.
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Appendix A
Vertical Shapes and Sub-Shapes
In a vertical portion of the fretboard we can find more than one set of structure notes,
each of them starting from notes placed in a different octave.
For example in a vertical portion we can have the following two note sets of a C major
triad:
C1 E1 G1 - C2 E2 G2
where C1, E1, G1 and C2, E2, G2 belongs to different octaves.
The Sub-Shapes multi-button control allows to visualize each one of all sets
of structure notes belonging to a vertical portion of the fretboard.
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Two occurrences (sub-shapes) of the C major triad belonging to the 2 vertical shape
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More generally, in a Vertical shape some Sub-shapes can be incomplete if its notes
exceeds the vertical shape note range.
For example lets see the following scenario

C1 E1 G1 - C2 E2 G2 - C3 E3 G3

where C1 E1 G1, C2 E2 G2 and C3 E3 G3 are three sets of the C triad structure with root
belonging to three different octaves.
The black colored notes C1 G1 are out of the vertical shape note range and the other notes
are inside the vertical shape note range.
In this situation the vertical shape contains the following sub-Shapes:
‣ an incomplete Sub-shape containing only the G1 note
‣ a complete sub-Shape containing the C2 E2 G2 notes
‣ a complete sub-shape containing the C3 E3 G3 notes
A more general example is done by the following scenario in which we have there sets of a
structure larger than an octave:
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C1 E1 G1 D2 - C2 E2 G2 D3 - C3 E3 G3 D4

‣ In this situation a vertical shape contains the following sub-Shapes:
‣ an incomplete Sub-shape containing only the G1 D2 note
‣ a complete sub-Shape containing the C2 E2 G2 D3 notes
‣ an incomplete sub-shape containing the C3 E3 G3 notes.
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